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Background

VQE Instance Transpilation

The originally envisioned quantum algorithms (Shor factoring, Grover search,
etc.) required too many gates to comply with Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) hardware. To comply with NISQ constraints, a new paradigm of varia onal algorithms has emerged, for instance VQE (Varia onal Quantum Eigensolver, "killer app" for chemistry).

We transpile by grouping into min cliques using: Boppana-Halldórsson, BronKerbosch, and OpenFermion. These achieve 30X+ lower measurement cost, but
transpila on run me is expensive, mo va ng us to study the structure of terms.
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The catch: varia onal algorithms require too many measurements, e.g. O(N ).
Naively, each measurement requires a fresh quantum execu on. However, it was
observed that certain measurements could be executed simultaneously.
We show that simultaneous measurement leads to a 30X+ reduc on in measurement cost (in fact, an asympto c reduc on). Our work includes eﬃcient transpila on, circuit synthesis, experimental valida on, and sta s cal analysis.

Simultaneous Measurement
Quantum compu ng deals with N-character terms called Pauli strings, which
have regex representa on (I|X|Y|Z){N}, for example YIXIZ or ZXYZZ for N = 5.
The I, X, Y, and Z strings represent the Pauli matrices in quantum mechanics.

Linear-Time Transpila on
Molecular chem. terms have structure:
(1) Terms arise in 16-tuplets with
MIN-CLIQUE-COVER of two.
(2) Terms arise in quadruplets that can
be parallelized into disjoint schedules.
This structure yields N -sized cliques in
linear me—reduces measurement cost
from O(N 4 ) to O(N 3 ).
Figure 3: JW encoding yields 16 terms.

Results

Experimental Results
We experimentally validated
our transpila on and circuit
synthesis by execu ng on an
IBM 20-qubit device. We
measured the ground state
energy of deuteron and found
error of 835 keV when
grouping for simultaneous
measurement—11% lower than
separate measurements.
These results will scale
favorably for larger problem
instances and be er hardware,
since we asympto cally
improve reduc on factor in
measurement cost.

Figure 7: 11% lower average error with simultaneous measurement on IBM 20-qubit device with 100 shot budget.

Adaptive Covariance Mitigation
Terms can be measured simultaneously
iﬀ they commute. For N = 1, the
commuta on rule is that I commutes
with everything and (X, Y, Z) only
commute with themselves.
Figure 1: Commuta on graph for N = 1.

For N > 1, the simplest rule is Qubit-Wise Commuta vity (QWC): two terms
QWC if they commute at each index. The more General Commuta vity (GC)
rule is that two terms GC if an even # of indices don't commute.

Graph Representation and Grouping
We seek to transpile VQE instances by
grouping the terms into sets that can be
simultaneously measured. In the
commuta on graph, we seek
MIN-CLIQUE-COVER:
Cliques, because all terms in a clique
can be measured simultaneously.
Cover, because we want to measure
all of the terms.
MIN, because we want to minimize
total cost.

Figure 2: MIN-CLIQUE-COVER for H2 .

MIN-CLIQUE-COVER is NP-Hard, but
we (a) use heuris cs and (b) exploit
underlying structure among the terms.

Figure 4: Measurement reduc on (higher is be er).

Figure 5: Transpila on run me (lower is be er).

Measurement Circuit Synthesis
Simultaneous measurement of QWC
groups is easy. However, GC group
measurement requires specialized
circuits. We developed a circuit
synthesis tool, based on the
stabilizer formalism of quantum
error correc on. Cri cally, the
synthesis is very fast, based on
computa ons on 2N by N matrices.

Simultaneous measurement introduces
covariance terms. Under pathological
condi ons, these covariances can make
simultaneous measurement worse (higher
total variance) than separate
measurement [McClean et al. 15]. We
resolve this diﬃculty by showing:
(1) in expecta on, simultaneous
measurement is always be er.
(2) the sample covariance matrices allow
us to adap vely course-correct

Figure 8: Sample covariances converge to
their true value in just a few observa ons.

Future Work
Further experimental realiza ons of our methods will be promising, par cularly
as our results scale favorably. We also propose research towards op miza on of
simultaneous measurement circuits (e.g. gate cancella on).
Recently, others observed that our techniques could also apply to algorithms for
machine learning and dynamics simula on [Sweke et al. 2019]. Understanding
the commuta vity structure in these algorithms would be frui ul.
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Figure 6: Simultaneous measurement circuit generated by our so ware for the green 8-clique in Figure 3.

